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The Netherlands Cancer Institute was founded with the help of private funds in 1913 on the premise that the only way to conquer cancer is for clinical observation and basic research to be combined as closely as possible. Named after the 17th century Dutch scientist Antoni van Leeuwenhoek, it was begun as a research clinic with a limited number of beds, with the selection of cancer patients made in accordance with the research interests of the clinicians; for many years the emphasis was on research on mammary cancer. The large animal colony maintained at the Institute for the purpose of supplying mice as animal models still supplies the IARC of the WHO in Lyons. The Institute has no director, but rather a managing director which handles all administrative and financial affairs. It now employs 390 clinical and laboratory workers. Having outgrown its original housing facilities in Amsterdam, construction of new facilities (sketch shown on the cover) on the outskirts of Amsterdam is underway and will be completed by 1976 or 1977. The cover also shows a 1967 photograph of Dr. Mühlbock and a backview photograph of the old Institute; the main building was erected as a military hospital during the French occupation by Napoleon and, as such, presents a rather foreboding appearance. Photographs and background information were kindly provided by Dr. L. M. Boot, whose cooperation is gratefully acknowledged.
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